Compact yarn as a replacement of doubled yarn in apparel fabric—an analytical snap

Abstract

Regularity is the prime consideration for the yarn used for apparel fabric as it imparts not only desired better appearance but also additionally improvement in mechanical properties as well as aesthetic appeal. That’s why doubled yarn has enjoyed a dominating position in this sector since long although costly due to its longer production route. Contrariwise in past few years regular and low hairy compact yarn has created a landmark for the singles in the commercial market. This fabulous performance is the outcome of better fiber integration caused by fiber condensation done just before twisting. The present experiment was thereby conducted to analyze its caliber as a double yarn replacement in the apparel sector.
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Introduction

The spirit of spinning technologists involved in apparel industry is always focused round higher productivity and wearer comfort combined with an adequate quality. For several years, doubled yarns are used invariably for the production of suiting, shirting and dress materials irrespective of their type; knitted or woven. This domination of two folded yarns over singles is credited for their excellent properties especially good appearance although achieved on sacrificing economy to some extent.

The spinning sector witnessed compact spinning as a striking improvement in the machinery design which has carved a niche and led to significant improvements in yarn regularity especially hairiness at much more an economical rate. It has thereby rapidly established a strong position in the commercial market especially in the areas where normal single yarns quality flops due to higher irregularities and hairiness. Its quality is said to be much more competent with doubled yarn as compared to its single yarn group fellows. So it becomes interesting to investigate comparative status of fabrics produced identically by using conventional doubled and compact yarns for apparel purpose in terms of quality and cost saving capabilities. Comfort of the apparel fabrics relates to its moisture transportation efficacy, and it is also an important criterion to be talked about especially when competing yarns compactness is not identical.

Methods

Both the categories of yarns were woven on Tsudakoma ZAX-9100 loom under identical conditions, by using same type of yarn (compact/doubled) as warp as well as weft. Plain weave, usually adopted in apparel fabrics irrespective of yarn size was used for the purpose.

Constructional properties

The measured values for structural parameters of both the categories of fabrics were verified for quality parameters true for apparel fabric, viz; Constructional properties, mechanical properties, comfort associated properties and aesthetic properties by using standard test method after conditioning for 24hours.

Conclusions

Compact yarns based fabrics have executed poor dimensional stability as compared to equivalent doubled, attributed mainly to their lower extensibility against higher weaving stresses. Extent of crimpiness introduced on weaving and proportionate change in linear density of compact yarns were not only higher but remarkably different for warp and weft, although plain weave was used and yarn type and size were kept same during weaving. Since rise in constituent yarn linear density is more for compact yarn woven fabrics, they have also executed higher GSM and thickness as compared to respective doubled yarns fabric.

The performance of apparel fabric should be judged in terms of cover factor (equation 1) rather than physical measures of GSM and thickness.
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Where, \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) are warp cover factor and weft cover factor calculated on the basis of respective yarn density (n) and linear density in English count system (N) as per following relationship:

\[
K_1 = \frac{n_1}{\sqrt{N_1}} \quad \text{and} \quad K_2 = \frac{n_2}{\sqrt{N_2}}
\]  

Similarly for knitted pair cover factor was calculated as per equation 3.

\[
K_c = \frac{\sqrt{N_{\text{tex}}}}{l}
\]  

Where \( N \) is yarn count in Tex and \( l \) is stitch length in mm.

Results of cover factors are presented schematically in (Figure 1(A) & (B)). Higher cover factor was gone on the account of bulkier compacts in both the categories of fabrics except for coarser 20*20s Vs. 2/40. Difference in the value was quite high for knitted as compared to woven. \(^{10-14} \)

Figure 1 Fabric Cover.

**Mechanical properties**

Apparel fabric should not necessarily possess higher strength but should be able to sustain various stresses during forthcoming production processes as well as end use application point.

**Tensile properties:** In the present study except constituent yarns all weaving conditions were kept constant for all the pairs. So the breaking force and elongation at break of the fabrics were mainly influenced by the tensile properties of the constituent yarns used as well as their Cloth Assistance Factor (CAF). \(^{13} \) Cloth Assistance Factor (CAF) was evaluated as per equation 4.

\[
\text{Cloth Assistance Factor (CAF)} = \frac{\text{Fabric strength per thread}}{\text{Yarn strength in bobbin}}
\]

Higher CAF value in warp direction was reported for the double yarn fabric for finer yarn but lower for coarser yarn category. However CAF value in weft direction was invariably high for compact yarn based fabrics irrespective of yarn count Figure 2. Higher CAF values are the outcome of preferable increase in yarn to yarn friction for the selected plain weave. This phenomenon can be well realized from the tensile strength plots where higher tensile strength values were found in the account of double yarn fabrics in both the directions Figure 2.

**Abrasion resistance:** It is an ability of constituent yarns to withstand repeated distortion and is the key factor in defining serviceability of the apparel fabric. Higher abrasion resistance irrespective of warp or weft direction and fabric structure (woven or knitted) has gone on the account of double yarn fabrics. This is due to comparatively stiffer constituents (two step twisting) incorporated in the fabric structure, resisted more against abrading agency under the applied pressure. \(^{19-22} \) However effect for knitted fabric and woven fabric with finer counts was not so prominent Figure 3.

**Pilling**

It represents undesirable measure for apparel fabric that is creation of hairiness and pills (small ball like structure of fibers) on the fabric surface when subjected to wearing agency. Parenthesis of better fiber integrated structures, rating of “5” that is, “No or very weak formation of pills” was attained by both the categories of fabrics irrespective of count range. One special note put up by expert was that although rating for coarse yarn pair (20s Ne and 2/40s Ne) was same but extent of hairiness observed within the range was less for compact based fabrics Figure 4.

**Comfort related properties:**

Physiological comfort is very basic and necessary property of the apparel fabric and important than the aesthetic properties when the garments are worn next to skin like inner garment and the wears of delicate use such as ladies and infant dress materials. List of comfort properties is long but usually considered for apparel are air permeability, bulk and, water management. \(^{23,24} \)

**Air permeability:** Higher air permeability was gone customarily on the account of double yarn. This is mainly due to tightly packed structure of doubled yarns obtained on doubling of constituent finer single yarns by twist-on-twist method. Fabric composed of such yarns have more porosity and likely to show higher air permeability. \(^{25-27} \)

Low cover factor Figure 1 observed for double yarn fabrics also substantiate this argument. However, difference observed was not profound for woven fabrics in all yarn size as that can be seen in case of knitted fabrics Figure 5.

**Bulk of the fabric**

It facilitates in defining comfort to the wearer especially for apparel due to ease of moisture vapour transaction. It is clear from the diagram Figure 5 that compact based fabrics have offered good competition to double yarn by showing almost identical bulk. But no doubt in case of knitted fabric double yarn fabric has ascertained higher bulk.

**Moisture management:** Capillary action or capillarity can be defined as the macroscopic motion or flow of a liquid under the influence of
of its own surface. Thereby it is utmost important for the garment next to the skin should absorb the sweat quickly and transport it to the outer surface of the garment. From the outer surface, sweat should be evaporated quickly to keep the body dry or cool. All these desired phenomena come under one technical term called “Moisture management” and given lot of priorities for textiles used in apparels.28

Test results of moisture management are plotted graphically for woven as well as knitted fabrics in Figure 6(A) and test sample views are shown in Figure 6(B). Knitted fabric made up of double yarns has shown prominence in moisture management not only on respective compact substitute but also on rest of the pairs in consideration. Contradictory to knitted structure in case of woven fabrics, compacts based fabrics have shown better moisture management. This must be attributed to comparatively softer yarns participated in tightly integrated woven fabric structure.

Figure 2 Fabric CAF value and T ensile value plots.

Figure 3 Abrasion resistance.

Figure 4 Fabric Pilling.

Aesthetical properties

Beauty of any apparel fabric lies in how best it resumes graceful appearance and retains it for a long time on wearing and normally judged by its drape, stiffness and crease recovery values. Drape and stiffness are just like synonyms for fabric thereby their plots are given together in Figure 7. Unlike knitting and against the expectation softer compact yarns fabrics have executed higher stiffness and drape values in woven structure.

This may be attributed to the tightness of the weave; plain weave used more than the yarn stiffness. This argument gets the support from the test results observed for soft and comparatively loosely knitted structure. Even basic theory of stiffness described by Booth & Savile substantiate this argument, accordingly thicker fabric with higher weight per unit area Table 1 results in increased stiffness thereby executes higher bending length and thereby higher bending rigidity value. Further stiffer fabric resumes higher drape value.

Tightness of the weave and characteristics of constituents largely usually affect crease recovery behavior of the fabric. In the present study tightness of the weave has played determinant role and closely packed structure has executed better recovery from the deformation. That’s why soft and bulky but tightly packed compact yarns fabric have shown better warp way crease recovery but lower recovery in weft direction Table 1.

Table 1 Structural Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric property</th>
<th>Compact</th>
<th>Double</th>
<th>Compact</th>
<th>Double</th>
<th>Compact</th>
<th>Double</th>
<th>Compact</th>
<th>Double</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear density of constituent yarns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp Count (Ne)</td>
<td>18.01</td>
<td>19.06</td>
<td>25.86</td>
<td>27.54</td>
<td>35.09</td>
<td>37.04</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>49.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weft Count (Ne)</td>
<td>18.45</td>
<td>18.86</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>27.51</td>
<td>36.71</td>
<td>37.11</td>
<td>48.69</td>
<td>48.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimp (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weft</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>201.9</td>
<td>187.4</td>
<td>150.4</td>
<td>134.2</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>123.5</td>
<td>106.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric sett:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ends/cm x</td>
<td>70*58</td>
<td>78*60</td>
<td>67*58</td>
<td>69*57</td>
<td>74*63</td>
<td>72*64</td>
<td>130*100</td>
<td>134*80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>picks/cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.3512</td>
<td>0.3422</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional</td>
<td>-2.89%:L</td>
<td>-1.8%:L</td>
<td>-2.8%:L</td>
<td>-1.6%:L</td>
<td>-2.5%:L</td>
<td>-1.5%:L</td>
<td>-2.3%:L</td>
<td>-1.2%:L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>-3.2%:W</td>
<td>-1.8%:W</td>
<td>-3.1%:W</td>
<td>-1.7%:W</td>
<td>-3%:W</td>
<td>-1.5%:W</td>
<td>-2.8%:W</td>
<td>-1.24%:W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fabric costing

Based on the data availed from the industry involved in the business of shirting comparative average costing status for 50 Ne compact yarn based fabric and 2/100 Ne double yarn fabrics is given in Table 2.

According to technical discussion held, fabric costing is mainly influenced by yarn cost (approx. 55 to 65%) and fabric manufacturing cost which differs mainly due to loom efficiency. Thereby for the grey fabrics woven under the identical condition, yarn cost mainly determines fabric cost and it is always higher for double yarn fabric (by 100 Rs/m in present case), the difference can be increased further on moving toward finer yarn size and vice versa.

The cost will be increased on finishing depending on the type of finish applied. There are two main techniques employed to apply the finish on the fabric: mechanical and chemical. Mechanical finish is cheaper compared to chemical finish, almost half, so fabric cost is

accounted accordingly. If the fabric is to be printed then extra charge is applied depending on the print. This addition is done over and above dyeing or finishing cost as per the sequence of process followed. In case of knitted fabric for the same yarn size, the fabric made out of doubled yarn is 125 Rs/m (instead of 100 Rs./m) costlier than the fabric made from compact yarn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Fabric costing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of fabric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piece dyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 Moisture Management.

Figure 7 Fabric Drape and Stiffness.

Conclusion

The experiment was conducted to evaluate efficacy of appealingly regular and low cost compact singles as a replacement of commercially established but costlier doubled yarns in apparel fabric. Yarn size representing coarse to fine in pairs (doubled: compact) were chosen for the purpose and both the pairs of yarns were woven or knitted under identical condition for getting reliable ground of comparison.

Compact yarns based fabrics have executed poor dimensional stability and thereby higher crimpiness, thickness and GSM as compared to equivalent doubled, mainly due to their lower extensibility against higher weaving stresses. Increased crimpiness was resulted in better fabric cover for bulky compact yarn based fabrics in both the categories except for coarser yarn count.

Better mechanical properties in terms of tensile strength and abrasion resistance were observed for stronger and uniform double yarn fabrics irrespective of woven or knitted structure. Although performed equivalent to doubled fabrics in terms of pilling tendency, compact yarns fabric scored additional positive remark due to well integrated fibers in its structure which resulted in less degree of hairiness.

Comfort associated properties, viz; air permeability, bulk and moisture management, compact yarns woven fabrics have finished very close to competitor doubled and even scored superiority. However, contradicting to woven, doubled yarn knitted fabric was found better than its substituent compact in this regards.

Compact yarn based woven fabrics gave higher drape, stiffness and warp way crease recovery but lower for knitted one. However, better value in case of aesthetic properties is a relative measure and differs as per end user’s requirements.

Low cost single compact yarn has proven domination over fabric production cost and shown better economy as per expectations in all fabric manufacturing to finishing stages. Difference observed in fabric cost was further higher in case of knitted fabrics.

Thus compact yarn has enough strength to replace doubled yarn in terms of quality and cost for apparel sector irrespective of type of fabric manufacturing system adopted about.
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